
CHAPTER IV 

ANIMISM 

The Chakma Buddhist are devouted to the f~ith, and follow the 

teachings of the Buddha as guided by the monks. In every Chakma 

Buddhist big village there is a monastery which serves as the centre 

of all-their major activities relating to their religion and cultural life. 

The Buddhist Chakmas never lag behind other Buddhist in the 

observance of rites and rituals connected with Buddhism. Many of 

them take their journey to the holy places connected with the Buddha 

and they consider such a trip as one of their object in life. 

lnspite of all these, the Buddhist Chakmas are fond to adhere to 

some animistic beliefs and practices, and even make sacrificial 

offering to propitiate them. Such rites are more popular among the 

people in the rural and interior areas than among literates and urban 

dwellers. A study of their non-Buddhist beliefs and practices reveal 

that they not only believe in a number of gods (devada,as the 

Chakmas call it debeda) and spirits· (bhuts),benevolent as well as 

malevolent, but also a whole system of rites and rituals with which 

the Chakmas have been thoroughly well-versed, from very early 



times, and· possibly, before their adoption of Buddhism. They still 

have a number of priests or exorcists who are well-versed in the 

perfomance of these rites and rituals, with which Buddhism has little 

to do. 

Belief in the Great Creator : 

According to them,all things and all beings are created by 

the Great God whom they call Gozen, the saying runs 1 
: 

Gozener banai,buddiie bangi die, 

Buddiie bangi no debattiei, hala huhur baneiie. 

(God makes and the devil destroys, to guard against the 

devil he created a black dog ). 

Another song speaks that the earth and the living creatures are made 

by god. 

Jailia ugure goiliie hi dol 

Banei /ak zib sago/ ; 

Dilo miliare hi dol saits, 

Mane hoda ni moha las. 

The song which is based on Hindu mythology speaks of the creation. 

Phutti pharei agarei, uparpani sagore, 

Go/a ugure bajei thai baneiie jib songol; 

Hano Gozenei manei sot, 

Manei magilak, "Gozen bhat" 

Mana malikma Lakshmi swarga duleiia thar basti. 



(We find from the book that the ocean holds a wide 

sea, there the land masses is made. Gozen made all 

living beings,who said "Give me food", Mother Lakshmi 

who is in heaven has food to eat). 

This saying is handed down from generation to genaration and still is 

an oldwives tale. 

Chakma Priest : 

In the Chakma world view, the communication between· 

the spirits and human beings is conducted by priests. It is through. 

their medium that a spirit can be appeased or a malevolent one can 

be kept away by means of incantations and performances of rites., 

Even the benevolent spirits are required to be propitiated to receive 

their support . All these are taken care of by the priests. In fact, in 

their traditional society, the priests played an important role. There 

are three classes of priests: 

Ojha: 

Nearly all the villages have their own Ojha, who is expert. 

in incantations and in conducting rituals. A person becomes an Ojha. 
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after a long period of probation by serving assistant to an 

experienced Ojha. During the period he learns the mantras by heart , 

and also to conduct rituals and sacrifices. He must also acquire 

monastery over the traditional lore of the ·Chakmas , and posses the 

power of persuation and intricacies of rites over which he presides. · 

Although there is no examination that he has to pass through , but it 

is his long experience and association in the rites and rituals that 

make him an Ojha. Once he is an expert Ojha he remains so long he 

is fit for the purpose. Priesthood is however, not hereditary. 

The functions of a priest can be classified into three. 

1. Conduct marriage ceremony in accordance with the 

customary way4
. 

2. To preside over sacrifices and make offerings to the 

spirits for the benifit of the inhabitants. 

3. To act as a village doctor. Patients call on him and after 

examination he prescribes medicinal herbs but, he also 

chants mantras asking the spirit to leave to sick person. 

Sometimes animal sacrifices are made to relieve the 

patients of sickness. 

Baidya : 

He is a male priest and exorcist. Some villages have one or 

more Baidya (pronounced as Boitdho 5
) and some do not have at all. 



The Baidya conducts sacrifices of birds, animals, etc. and offer 

these to the spirits and also acts as a mediator between a patient or 

sufferer and the evil spirit. Baidya is generally engaged to perform 

Burphara, a sacrifies of p~rification and to conduct offerings to evil 

spirits. In order to C!Scertain whether the offerings will be accepted or 

not, the Baidya uses leaves of a particular plants. Anyone can learn 

the mantras and the procedures, and may become a baidya but, only 

aged and experienced persons are given recognition by the people 

and are popular. 

Baidya as a Physician : 

The Chakma Baidyas almost universally use leaves of twigs of · 

plants or trees. They often extract the roots also, whenever, roots are 

necessary, and while extracting the roots they entreat the spirit of 

the tree not to harm. As mentioned earlier, the Chakmas believe in· 

the existence of a good number of gods and spirits. Some of the 

supernaturals act as guardian of hills, mountains, streams, islands, 

animals, birds, trees, crops, plants, fruits etc. All these are classed 

into two-one class is called deveda (g.ods), the other bhut (spirits). 

The de veda is benevolent, it does not cause harm, rather it works for 

the good of the people when not offended or propitiation is done to it. 



But· the bhut by its nature is prone to cause harm to man, often 

without any offence given to it. 

Baidya Hurua (Rites for good delivery) 

In some villages, particularly in remote areas, a function called 

Baidya Hurua is performed for smooth and unobstructed delivery. 

Sometimes a cock is offered for the purpose, but it is also performed 

without any sacrifice but by offering cooked rice. The priest taking a. 

lump of rice moves it to and from over the pregnant woman, chanting 

0 Gongama, eitchia tunduri nei 

Ei phola ni Lokimala phet phire biadi bedena, 

Eitchia thar nange bhat }ora nizi dilung. 

Ei bhat }ora bolai thar biadi bedena gom odo. 

The priest then takes the rice and throws it to a nearby stream. 

Pedu Ojha6
: 

She is a woman priest as well as a midwife. Every village may 

have one such woman who is expert in performing sacrifice and also 

in the application of m·edicine, mainly herbal. She is also expert 

nurse who helps in child delivery. Pedu Ojha has two functions one is 

sacrificial and the other is medicinal. In a ceremonial function she 

conducts the sacrifice called Khojoi Pani. The sacrifice is offered for 



the good health of the mother and the child. It may performed before 

child-birth or at the time of delivery and after. A small quantity of 

water in a cup is put where a piece of Khojoi (a climbing thorn plant) 

a, piece of silver and gold, a piece of tumeric, and a nut of scandena 

(Lorrain) are dipped and stirred by a feather of the fowl killed. With it 

faces of the mother and the child are rubbed so .as to drive away the 

evil spirit. She chants mantras while doing the performances. 

She nurses of the pregnant women till the umbilical cord of the 

child falls, and the delivery is done according to their customs. The 

medication is done by giving nourishing food and warmth at the back 

of a mother. The Chakmas accustomed to give a mod pi/ang (a local 

liquor) and a fowl. But nowadays a cash honorarium of about Rs.50/

to Rs.1 00/- is given7
. The service of Pedu Ohja is still popular in the 

village. 

Gods and Goddesses : 

The most popular Gods and Goddesses of the Chakmas are 8 
: 

1. Gongama : (Goddess of water) : 

Of all the gods and spirits believed by the Chakmas the most 
. 

powerful and sovereign is the Gonga. They are all under her 

command, and their activities are also controlled by her. It is she 



under whose direction the spirit cause either blessings or 

destructions to human beings. It is for this reason she must first of all 

be informed before making any sacrifice to any god or spirit. 

2. Biatra Ganga's son who lives in an island. 

3. Thagur Ganga's husband, the lord of hills. 

4. Ma Lakhima Guardian goddess of all crops. 

5. Nisingia Husband of Lakhima. 

6. Sodip Guardian god of the four corners of the earth. 

7. Rakkual Guardian god of the individual. 

8. Barothan Guardian god of a village. 

Spirits: 

The following spirits are commonly believed by the Chakmas 9
. 

1. Than 

2. Basomati 

3. Moittio 

4. Niphora 

5. Borseitlia 

6. Nimuitchia 

7. Baroseitji 

8. Tong lei 

9. Mekhiong 

A spirit that haunts a dry spot in 

the jungle, where no plants can grow. 

The guardian spirit of the earth. 

The guardian spirit of animals. 

The spirit that destroys human beings. 

The spirit that brings illness. 

The spirit that causes death. 

The spirit that brings illness to children. 

A female spirit that frightens man. 

A malevolent spirit. 



10. Tong Ia A male spirit, the husband of Tonglei. 

11. Bhut A spirit that causes stomach trouble and pain. 

12. Phulkumari A female spirit that causes skin swelling. · 

13. Nilkumari A female spirit that causes neck-skin diseases. 

14. Sialkumari A female spirit that brings boils. 

15. Phukkumari A female spirit that brings sore. 

16. Sirakumari A female spirit that brings any kind of 

skin deseases. 

17. Sibongphudi A spirit that brings leprosy. 

18. Kazolphudi A spirit that brings all kind of skin deseases. 

The spirits numbering from 12 to 16 are said to be sisters. 

The Chakmas believe that these spirits are in possession of 

guns. If they shoot human beings, the bullet enters into his internal 

organs causing suffering and death. If the bullet missed its target 

and enters into trees or bamboos, it causes sores and holes. The' 

Chakmas are afraid of touching such defigured trees and bamboos. 

If anyone suffered ailments or pains they call Baidya who finds 

out what type of spirit causes such sufferings. The Baidya with his 

power asks the spirit what kind of sufferings or animals is demanded. 

To please the spirit they put a sieve under the sickman. Inside the 

sieve they put two handful! of rice, a candle, a flower and water-pot 

containing some quantities of water. The pot is covered and on the 



cover is a candle. The flower is kept near the rice pot. Then they let 

the demoniac hold the flower while the exorcist blows air against his 

arm from joint to hand. While the performance is in progress, the 

priest chants with the beating of cymbals thus : 

Aisorei mamogoni, mokkia rajaji, 

Rahalatte boilia nazer, 

Phagol magoni. 

Sor mukkia te rugi a se. 

Daraiia roi 

Soittio bini mista hota, 

Ho hono na hoi. 

Aisore magogiani mokkia rajaji. 

(The queen of the Magh, please come, the sitting woman 

dances while the war is in progress. There is a suffering mah, he is 

standing here, tell the truth, don't speak lies. The spirit speaks 

through the exorcist's mouth and tells the cause of the illness and 

what kind of sacrifice is to be offered, who would perform etc.) 

Gongama Phuzua : 

Usually a goat or a fowl but sometimes both -are offered to the 

Gongama. The animal is carried by some members of the family to a 

place or spot where the altar is made. Strict conduct regarding 



speeches and behaviours are observed on the way and at the place 

of worship at the edge of a stream. 

A small four post sample thatched house is built by the side of a 

stream and its two posts ~re planted on the sand and the other two 

on the water. Inside it is placed a basket which contains a small 

quantity of rice and flower. A bamboo is shaved finely and then 

planted near the altar. The altar is prepared in such a way that 

putting leaves (especially wild plantain leaves) on the ground. On it 

are banana, fried rice and flower. A lot is cast to ascertain whether· 

the offerings are acceptable to the Ganga. The lot continues to be 

casted until satisfactory result is obtained. The head of the animal is 

severed and its blood is sprayed over the altar and around it. The 

Baidya puts two leaves between his fingers and calls Gongama thus: 

0, Gongama, eitchia ei giribore 

Mui eitchia thattiei phuzua diotte, 

Zei huno nana rohom zudi horap guri the/eiio; 

Zabottia eitchia tunduri zemen Gongama thanda guri thai. 

sedokia guri tui thanda guri gerede. Age bili nei dete 

noi nei billi o dete noi. Tui zei huno map di phareiia 

Gongama hinattiei.Ei giri bore map dangi dongor. 

sennottiei Ganga pani /ami jai, sedikia giJri thar abot 

bola phara doza, beakkani tui /amei nide bilinei. 



( 0, Gongama, I on behalf of this family, I offer you this 

sacrifice. Let them be healed of all their illness just as this clear 

water is cool. We offer this to you not because we are rich but 

because of our gratitude to you. May this flowing water carry away all 

their pains.) 

After this, the priest uttering "chat, chat" throws away the two 

leaves to the ground. If one leaf faces the upper side and once faces 

underneath, the Gongama is pleased to answer their offerings. If the 

two leaves face upward, the spirit is mocking at their prayer, and 

again,· if the two leaves face downward, Ganga is angry. They may 

cast two, three or more times, sometimes end up without success. In 

that case many worshippers used to take back they offer it an animal, 

particularly a goat. A small amount of its fur is placed at the altar and 

its meat is taken by them. 

Than Phuzua : 

As mentioned earlier Than is the spirit that haunts barren place 

where no plant grows. It causes epidemic and other illnesses to 

p~ople. All the inhabitants of the village jointly contribute to make 

offerings to propitiate the spirit. A suitable place on the bank of a 

river or a stream is selected. However, the Than is not worshipped 



singly, but along with other spirits. Different idols representing the 

· evil spirits are placed in a row along the stream. The Gongama 

stands on upper side of the stream, and next to it, at a fair distance, 

is for the Than. It stands a bit higher than the Gongama. The third 

one represents the Bhut and is still higher than the Than. Below 

Gongama is placed Biattra and idols representing other evil-spirits 

are also placed in their order. 

A goat is sacrificed to propitiate Gongama and other animals to 

the other spirits. The Ojha or Baidya perform this worship. The 

animals are cut over the water, and before this lot is cast to know if 

the evil spirits are pleased with their performances. The meat of the 

sacrificed animal is eaten by the whole population. Many families 

take their shares home. 

Phuri Phuzua : 

When a man becomes mad or lunatics living naked and 

sometimes staying in caves or jungles, he is thought to be possessed 

by .evil-spirits. Such men sometimes roam in the jungles to find their 

lost loved ones and beautiful girl-spirit who courted them for 

marriage. If a man becomes mad in such way, his family has to offer' 

sacrifice in his favour. 



.The offerings : 

For the purpose of th(s sacrifice, a goat and seven pigeons with 

various kinds of cereals are required. The expenses are borne by the 

family con.cerned. 

Place of sacrifice : 

A place or a cave where the demon that possesses him/ her is 

believed to dwell is selected. Baidya has to perform the worship. As· 

done in other sacrifices a lot is also cast. The goat is killed and its 

blood is sprayed over and around the altar by the priest after a long 
~ 

chanting. The seven pigeons are released then. It is believed that 

the spirit would possess the birds. in place of the man. The goat's 

meat is taken home to be feasted by the elders or else in the jungle. 

by those ·who witness the ·sacrifice. 

Pher.etia Phuzua : 

The swelling of testicles (Orchitis) is very common among the 

Chakmas. It is believed to have been caused by an evil spirit. In 

order to cure it the spirit must be propitiated. It is performed below 

the place where utensils are washed. Plantain leaves are spread· 

over the ground on which rice and cotton-wool are placed. The fowls 



are cut and "their blood is sprayed over these articles, While doing so 

the Baidya chants prayer thus : 

Phrelian lui ei biadian duailch bili giroitchuai, 

bari monot duk guri age. Ei senottiei no theleiio 

bole bole lhore dagi phar. 

Senottiei lui lhare gon gorli. 

Ei biadian del deli madhi ian sugoi phara sedokia guri gam guri de. 

( 0!, Pherelia, I do believe that this man's illness is surely caused by you, 

we offer you these objects. These are your favourites, and we offer 

these to you. Kindly accept these and heal the man's illness). 

Sizi Phuzua : 

The crying habit of a child is believed to have been caused by 

evil spirit. In order to heal a sacrifice is performed by a priest without 

the knowledge of others. It is done while the child is soundly 

sleeping. Five to seven bundles of traditional loaf of rice are, 

prepared, in one of these a coin is placed and is put between two 

leaves beside the sleeping child in the cradle. Then the fowl is killed 

and boiled, and is eaten up while the child is sleeping. The other 

loaves are put in the open street. If any other child takes the loaf, the 

crying habit of the child is believed to have gone to him. As such, the 

Chakma parents strictly prohibit their children from taking such 

loaves. 



Hetsereng Phuzua : 

Frequent family troubles such as rebukings, violence and 

separation are supposed to have been caused by an evil-spirit. The 

Baidya accompanied by all members of the family with a fowl and 

cooked rice, vegetables and other food go at night outside the village 

to a sceduled place while all the others are sleeping. The sacrificed 

fowl and all the food are buried in a hole. They all then returned · 

home without turning back. The Baidya, however, takes home the 

fowl and he alone eats it. While sacrificing the fowl, the Baidya 

chants long prayer to the spirit. 

Sazaw Phuzua : 

If a mother suffers from pain or sickness during child 

birth,it is believed to have been caused by a spirit. In order to please 

the spirit a rite is· performed under the staircase of the house in 

which she lives. It is done at midnight without the knowledge of the 

villagers. Leaves are placed on the ground on which pieces of cotton 

threads of differnt colours are put. The Baidya chants his long prayer 

for relieving the pain of the patient. 

Azurua P·huzua : (Sacrifice for the brewing of a country liquor) : 

The Chakrt\.as are in the habit of<· preparing a country liquor, 

ordinarly out of pleasure while some are done for special occasion. 



sponge like hairs or wool is made out of it. This has some meanings · 

in their rituals. 

The Ojha chants his prayer, the fowl is killed, cutting it off its 

neck. The blood is spraye_d over the altar. The meat is taken home. 

where the priest only can have it or with others on the special 

invitation of the Ojha. 

Basomati Phuzua : 

The Earth's goddess is propitiated by sacrificing a fowl on the 

bank of a stream. Formality is the same as is done in case of Than 

Phuzua. 

Moittia Phuzua : 

It is a sacrifice performed by an Ojha when a man is killed or 

injured by a wild animal. The sacrificial place is selected near a bush. 

on a .hill. On a leaf a small quantity of fried rice is put. The Ojha 

sacrifices a cock praying the spirit not to harm anyon~ else: 

Aw Moittio Thagur, tui jar bak balok idihar 

malik hinittiei, tui /e ikkini ei phuzua diti de. 

Beakkani tui iani mimangsa guri theleiio, 

thawttun am/ hema mangi fungi. 

(Oh Moittio, you are the owner of the animals, please keep away from 



us, which disturbsand attacks us) 

The blood is sprayed over the altar and the meat is then cooked 

and eaten up by the priest and his attendants. 

Dolasorima Phuzua : 

The Chakma believe that a good harvest can be obtained from 

jhum-land by offering sacrifice to the spirit. This is done just before 

sowing seeds on the new jhum field. The ritual is usually done by 

each family in the jhumland or jhum-hut. A fowl is sacrificed by an 

Ojha or head of the famiiy. 

Thagur Phuzua (Sacrifice to the god of hills) : 

If any peculiar or unnatural object is found in the hills, it is 

believed to have work of the spirit. Jhey therefore perform a 

ceremony at a suitable place on that hill. The place is cleared and a 

wooden pole is fixed on the ground on which a fried rice is placed. 

An Ojha then chants and asks the spirit not to spell any trouble and 

suffering to the people. The fowl's head is cut off and its blood is 

sprayed over the altar. The meat is cooked and is taken by all of 

them. 



Ma Lokhima Phuzua : 

Ma Lokhima is a deity who blesses the cultivation of good crop. 

Every family offers a hen while the rich one offers a pig. Some family 

perform the rites every mo_nth near their granary. A time is selected 

just before reaping when a few ears are ready for harvest. Such ears 

are collected and tied into the sieves which is fixed to the post inside 

a jhum-hut supporting the ridge-pole. Which are come across very 

often. The worship is conducted by an Ojha or the head of the family. 

Neighbours are also invited to participate in the function. 

A plantain leaf is spread on the ground or in the verandah of 
, 

the jhum-hut. On it are a small quantity of cooked rice, a few number 

of paddy, a small quantity of curry. Joss sticks and candles are 

burnt. The prayer runs thus: 

'~ w Ma/okima, tui eitchia dan so/ malik dar hinittiei. 

Tui mana hole jian mone hoi sian guri pharoitchia. 

Eitchia mon dan so/ jabottia ek danore /okodan guri 

dide bili nei. Thore mui ei phuzua dionggotte.Jabottio 

hitchu jinitch phoren nei guri hebang phara". 

After this prayer the secrated part of the meal, meat and 

vegetable curry are placed near the rice basket if the· ritual is 

performed by a family and in that case it is to be taken by the 

housewife only. But if neighbours are invited it is to be shared by the 



invitees. Rice beer is also served in limited quantity so as not to get 

drunk. 

Baroseitzi Phuzua : 

An infirmed or handicapped child is supposed to have been due 

to an attack of evil spirit. Two chickens, some flowers, leaves and 

fried rice are put in a bamboo basket, and it is swung to and fro over 

the sleeping child chanting prayer which means: 

"We believe that the infirmity of this child is 

caused by you. So we offer you these chickens and 

articles. Please take these, leave the child from now" 

One of the chicken is then released, the other along with the 

articles in the basket is taken to a lonely place at the outskirt of the 

village at night. There the priest cuts the chicken by the neck with a 

razor like bamboo piece by chanting prayer. The basket is left behind 

with pieces of the chicken inside. 

Bhut Phuzua : 

The Chakma helieve that fits, lunacy, stomach pain are caused 

by Bhut, when it enters into a person. To cure such person of the 

disease, the Bhut must be propitiated. A Baidya makes a basket in 



which a pig is put and it is swung above the person chanting mantra 

inviting the Bhut to come with it to the jungle. It is done at night time, 

and the priest along with two or three persons goes to a nearby 

jungle, where at a convenient place the pig is killed. The blood is 

sprayed over and around the altar. The meat is cooked and is eaten 

either in the jungle or taken and placed by roadside, but not taken to 

the house. The utensils are properly cleaned. 

Nimuitchia Phuzua 

When a person sees a horrible or giant ghost, having no head 

but an eye or eyes on her chest, he or she is bound to be sick: This 

sacrifice is performed· by offering a fowl to please the haunted spirit. 

The priest makes prayer and chants mantras. 

Pharangi Phuzua : 

When a person is having leprosy, it is believed to have been 

caused by a spirit, which is supposed to live in a muddy place. It is 

propitiated by offering a duck or a fowl by a Baidya. The offered meat 

can be taken by anyone either in the jungle or at home. 

Borseitlia Phuzua: 

When a person suffered from high fever followed by violent 

shaking of the body and the temperature is low, it is believed to have 



·been caused by a spirit. To cure it, a fowl is sacrificed at a p.lace 

near a bush in the jungle. A small model hut with four posts is built 

with sticks. And some quantities of fried rice is put inside it. An Ojha 

sings prayer and when he finishes, a lot is cast, followed by cutting 

of the fowl's head. Its blood is then sprayed over and around the 

altar. The meat is then cooked and can be taken by anyone. 

Phora Phuzua : 

In order to cure of a sore or ulcer, an egg, either of hen or duck 

is offered to the spirit by a Baidya. It is done under the wooden 

staircase of a house. Prayer is chanted invoking the spirit to accept 

the offering. 

Sola Go : 

The Tangchangya Chakmas observe a festival which they call 

Sola Go. It is performed to propitiate a spirit that harms human 

beings. Formerly Baidyas presided over the function, today it is given 

a Buddhisitic label by inviting a monk to inaugurate it. It is celebrated 

collectively by the villagers during winter and spring time. The date · 

is fixed. by elders taking into consideration of factors in the village. 

During celebration thousands of candles are lit up and a large sum of 



money is spent for feast and merriment. Dancing and singing of 

songs have now become a part of the festival. One of the So/a Go 

dancing song is: 

Dilu bat gora ganggore, 

Sola Go phiribong somare. 

( We offer sacrifice to the spirit who harm us, let all our pains be 

washed away by the river. Come, let,us dance'together at Sola Go). 

Superstititons : 

The Chakmas had been like many other people who lived in the 

forested area, very superstitious, and were subject to many 

superstitions 10
. Tales of superstitions ,among them are numerous. 

Some of them are mentioned below. 

Fortunes : 

a) Swamp of bee (Bengbeni Mubua) settles and builds their honey 

combs in one's house is considered an indication of fortunes and 

blessings. In such cases, they are accustomed to offer greetings 

to the elder of the village serving them with a feast. 

b) If a dorylestic animal such as a cat or a dog belonging to another's 

house comes to other's house and stays there, it is considered a 

good omen for the latter. 

c) If a domestic dove or a sparrow builds its nest in one's house, it is. 

considered a blessing for the family upto seven generatiOns. 

d) If one finds eggs of jungle fowl in one's jhum-land, it is a sign of 



blessing for the family who owns the jhum. According to the 

number of eggs blessing is to come for the next generations. In 

honour of the .founder, a feast is hosted to which the village 

elders are specially invited. 

Misfortunes : 

a) If bigger species of honey bees sting a man or enters someone's 

house, it is believed that this will bring misfortune. 

b) If a male dog leaves its owner's house and lives in another's 

house, it indicates death of the former. 

c) If a martin builds its nest, it indicates separation among the 

members of the household. 

d) If a dog or a bird drops its dung upon anyone it is not good. 

e) If a fowl flies over any member of the family while taking meal, it 

indicates death. But if it flies out by the same door it indicates 

escape from death. 

f) A specially brewed alcahol for marriage is prohibited. If anyone 

takes it, it is believed that he will die or contract disabledness. 

g) If one sneezes at the time of going out from the house to do a 

work or to go on journey, it indicates bad luck. 

h) It is strictly tabooed in taking any food which are given for dead. 

i) If a bird enters by one door or a window and goes out by another, 

it indicates bad luck. 

j) While going on the way, if a bird flies between two persons it is 

regarded a bad omen. 

h) It is prohibited to go out one's house on a journey on Sunday and 

Wednesday. 



Interpretation of Dreams : 

The Chakmas interprets dreams 12
, and accordingly some dreams· are 

good while others are not. The following are good dreams : 

1. Elephant brings marital wealth. 

2. Moon brings luck and health. 

3. Bathing means cleansing oneself of evils. 

4. Killing a snake means victory over enemies. 

5. Dead body means to have meat. 

6. Crying indicates happiness. 

7. Tiger brings honour and respect for the family. 

8. Dawn brings happiness for the family. 

9. Wearing a hat means to find good employment. 

1 0. Large quantity of rice means long life. 

Bad dreams: 

If a man dreams -

1. Tooth extracted 

2. Burning house 

3. Drowning 

4. Reaping 

5. Laughing 

6. Bee stinging 

7. Falling moon 

8. Eagle on a house 

9. Lightning 

10.Sieeping naked 

Death to the family members. 

Upper tooth: Elder of the family 

Lower tooth: Young ones. 

Misfortunes or disaster to the family. 

Same as above. 

To pay a fine of pig. 

To get injuries caused by others. 

To be arrested by the police on some cases. 

Separation. 

Daughter to be kidnapped by others. 

To be robbed by enemies. 

Loss money and other valuables. 



Taboo · 

The Chakmas observes certain taboos, some taboos are 13: 

1. A deer is a sacred animal to the Chakmas. The dead body of a 

deer, whether trapped or shot or killed should not be brought into a village 

except in pieces. So also other wild animals. Anyone who violates this custom 

must be necessarily fined even if it is done accidentlly or unknowningly. This 

action is tabooed for fear of offending the guardian of that animal. In case it is. 

necessary to bring the full body of the dead animal into the village, the 

animal's ear is cut off and then turmeric powder is smeared in the cut. This is 

done outside the village. It is believed that power drives away the guardian· 

spirit. 

2. A man should not wash his hands at a sacred place. If he does he 

is so liable to fine. 

3. The fireplace is attend~d by female folks where guest male folks 

are not allowed. Breach of this rule amounts to a fine. There are also places in 

the bedroom which is prohibited in like manner as the fireplace. If one violates 

the rule, he is fined. 

4. If a person finds and kills a monitor lizard in: a paddy field 

belonging to others, he can be fined and Burphara purification must be 

performed. 

5. It is a taboo to touch one's sister's daughter-in-law. If he finds her' 

drowning to death, he must use some materials to save her from death. It is 

also a taboo to touch her dead body. 

6. It is not allowed to place dead body or corpse in other's house or: 

compound or when a corpse is carried towards burial ground or crematorium,' 

it is not allowed to pass by in front of other's house or it is tabooed to touch. 

someone's house with the stretcher or bier. 



7. Formerly it was a taboo for the Chakmas to eat bee. It was also 

taboo to eat the animal's internal organs. It is believed that the animal's. 

guardian spirit would transplant the missing organ inside their bodies. 

Omens: 

The Chakmas are superstitious people and they believe that the 

coming of a misfortune is indicated by some unnatural happening. 

The following are some such indications: 

1. A cooing of a dove at night. 

2. . A tiger in a village. 

3. When big jungle rat chases someone to bite. 

4. The unusual howling of a dog. 

5. When a swamp of bees bite someone. 

6. When a legged snake is seen. 

7. When black ants enter a house. 

8. When a larvea egg of a fly lay on a cloth. 

9. When a snake enters a house. 

1 0. Seeing of a lizard corpse in the jungle. 

11. Seeing a soft shell turtle on a river during a noon sunny day. 

12. When a male dog feels quite at other's house. 

13. When a bird's stool falls on someone's cloth. 

14. When a bird or a fowl flies over someone while taking his I her 

food. 

15. If one finds a bamboo shoot during the time of cutting down 

of Jhum-land. 

16. Seeing a civet-cat or lemur where a would-be new jhum-land 

is search. 



17. Spr•ngs which are covered by a reddish deposit where water has 

run are superstitious for cultivation. 

18. Superstitious to cultivate jhum-land where there are faults and 

cracks. 

19. If eangle enters one's house or it seats on the top of a post. 

When such happening occurs, a special sacrifice called 

Burphara is performed to avoid misfortune or bad luck. 

Chalan : 

Chalan is a witchcraft very common in the Chakma society15
. It 

is a casting of spell. Here are some of the Cha/ans practised by the 

Chakmas are : 

Zor Chalan : 

It is a kind of magic which is used to cause fever. If one is not 

warmly welcomed and dissatisfied with the reception, he washes his 

.hand chanting mantra and puts it in the drinking jug unnoticed. A 

person who drinks this water falls ill. 

Phet Phiria Chalan : 

This is a charm used to cause stomach trouble. Anyone can 

apply this Chalan to bring stomach trouble. 

Millia-Morot Chalan : 

It is a witchcraft for male and female who are in the habit of 

unusual sex practices. 



Gonga Chalan. 

Bhut Chalan. 

lbilik Chalan : 

These are spell used for enmity between two persons or 

families or villages. 

Ph uri. Chalan : 

It is a charm of a girl-spirit. When two boys have quarrel over a. 

girl, they practised this spell. 
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